


• The College has received a gift of a number of varieties of Snowdrops from Dr Gordon Rae with 
more to follow. It was agreed that a suitable place to show the collection is the river bank, where 
it can be viewed by the wider college through the winter months. A “key” will be drawn up with 
the list of varieties and shown on the website. In order to prevent these from hybridizing the 
gardens team will endeavor to deadhead them and keep the patches separate. When the patches 
out grow their area, surplus will be lifted and planted on the Avenue and left to their own 
devices.  

• New webpage: The new webpage for the gardens is well underway and receiving positive 
feedback. There are still a few issues to be ironed out before it goes live. KH to contact Johnathan 
Goodman about website integration; this will most likely be a link to the page from our current 
website. HG mentioned that when a similar upgrade was made for the Admissions webpage 
which had proved very positive. Other suggestions were to add music from the choir when 
viewing the gallery slideshow; KH to check with Chapel Administrator about music license. It is 
noted that the new page doesn’t include anything on the Colony & Memorial or Clare Court & St 
Regis; reason being that the initial re-write was purely to modernize Nevill Willmer’s words. KH 
will look to add details about these sites and the UCS & MCR reps were encouraged to submit 
content. KH has addressed the issues and suggestions made by the committee. Unfortunately it is 
not possible to have music from the choir playing when viewing the gallery slideshow. 

• Social Media: the Gardens Department are now on both Instagram and Twitter and there are 
active links on the new webpage. As a side note, Instagram seems to be the more popular of the 
two. 

• It is noted that there is a request for more edible herbs in the terrace planting area at the Colony 
and this is something KH & JM already intended to implement as it is the perfect area for such 
plants. 

• Tree works for the wind damage and usual H&S checks are booked in to commence 22.3.21.  
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Unfortunately D. Hoy’s microphone was faulty and was unable to give this update. However KH & D. 
Hoy have been in discussion about the repair of the block paving area behind Castle House at the 
Colony. Currently there are three square tree pits with Silver Birch which have out-grown the space 
and the roots have displaced many of the paving blocks. These Birch will have to be felled and the 
discussion for their replacement is open. A couple of suggestions made were Pittosporum 
tenuifolium “Silver Queen” & Amelanchier alnifolia “Obelisk”. 



Additional note: Deborah Hoy also had intended to report that drainage on the Terrace at the 
Colony was to be improved, from notes she had submitted in advance of the meeting. Apologies for 
not bringing this to the Committee’s attention 
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